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Red Horn (Siouan deity)

Red Horn is a culture hero in Siouan oral traditions,
specifically of the Ioway[1] and Hocąk (Winnebago)
nations.[2] Only in Hocąk literature is he known as “Red
Horn” (Hešucka), but among the Ioway and Hocągara
both, he is known by one of his variant names, “He Who
Wears (Man) Faces on His Ears”.[3] This name derives
from the living faces on his earlobes (Hocąk), or ear-
bobs that come to life when he places them on his ears
(Ioway). Elsewhere, he is given yet another name, “Red
Man” (Wąkšucka), because his entire body is red from
head to toe. Red Horn was one of the five sons of Earth-
maker, whom the Creator fashioned with his own hands
and sent to earth to rescue humanity. During his sojourn
on earth, he contested both giants and water spirits, and
led war parties against the bad spirits who plagued hu-
manity. As Wears Faces on His Ears, he is also said to
be a star, although its identity is a subject of controversy.
Under the names “One Horn” (Hejąkiga) and “Without
Horns” (Herok'aga), he and his sons are chiefs over the
lilliputian hunting spirits known as the herok'a and the
“little children spirits”. Red Horn, as chief of the herok'a,
has a spiritual and sometimes corporeal identity with the
arrow. Archaeologists have speculated that Red Horn is a
mythic figure in Mississippian art, represented on a num-
ber of Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (SECC) arti-
facts.

1 The son of Earthmaker

According to legend, Red Horn is one of the five great so-
teriological spirits fashioned by the Creator’s own hands,
sent to earth to make the world safe for the least endowed
of Earthmaker’s creation, the “two-legged walkers”. The
first spirit to be sent down to earth to help humanity was
Trickster (Wakdjąkaga), whose foolishness made it nec-
essary to recall him. Earthmaker next sent down Bladder
(Wadexuga), whose arrogance led to the loss of all but one
of his 20 brothers, so he too was recalled. Then Earth-
maker made Turtle (Kecągega) and charged him to teach
the humans how to live, but Turtle brought them war, and

was in his turn recalled. The fifth and last of these heroes
dispatched by Earthmaker was Hare (Wacdjįgega), who
conquered all the bad spirits who had preyed on human-
ity. By accident, however, he introduced death, but made
up for it by creating the Medicine Lodge, by whose dis-
cipline members could achieve immortality. Earthmaker
made Hare in charge of this earth, and to each of the
other three spirits he gave an otherworldly paradise to
govern. The penultimate savior figure in this series was
Redhorn. He had quite nearly succeeded, but was killed
in a wrestling match with the enemies of the human race.
Although later revived, he too was recalled, although the
reasons for his failure are obscure. One source suggests
that it was a lack of gravitas.

Then Earthmaker (Mą'ųna) sent down an-
other son, He who Wears Human Heads as
Earrings. He went around talking to people,
but they would always fix on his earrings which
were actual, living, miniature human heads.
When these little heads saw someone look-
ing at them, they would wink and make funny
faces. In the end, He whoWears HumanHeads
as Earrings could not accomplish the mission
either.[4]

Unlike all the other soteriological spirits, Red Horn is not
assigned a paradise over which to rule; and the Medicine
Rite omits any mention of Red Horn from its account of
the sons of Earthmaker.[5] These facts indicate that Red
Hornmay have been a recent addition to the role. Meeker
even suggested that a certain notable Piegan contempo-
rary of the same name may have simply been elevator
to divine status.[6] More recently, Lankford held a simi-
lar view: extquotedbl... Red Horn was a recent addition
to the Winnebago pantheon diffused possibly from the
Blackfoot tribe.”[7]
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2 3 RED HORN AS A STAR

A contemporary painting of Turtle, Red Horn and Storms as He
Walks done in the style of a Southeastern Ceremonial Complex
engraved whelk shell.

2 Red Horn’s adventures

The adventures of Red Horn are set out in a set of sto-
ries known as the “Red Horn Cycle”. The Red Horn
Cycle depicts his adventures with Turtle, the thunderbird
Storms-as-He-Walks (Mą’e-manįga) and others who con-
test a race of giants, the Wąge-rucge or “Man-Eaters”,
who have been killing human beings whomRed Horn has
pledged to help. In the episode associated with this name,
Red Horn turns himself into an arrow to win a race. Af-
ter winning the race Red Horn creates heads on his ear-
lobes and makes his hair into a long red braid called a
he, “horn”, in Hocąk. Thus he becomes known as “Red-
horn” (he-šucka) and as “He who Wears (Human) Faces
on His Ears” (įco-horúšika). In one episode an orphan
girl who always wears a white beaverskin wrap is pres-
sured by her grandmother to court Red Horn. Despite
the girl’s adamant refusal, the grandmother insists. She
eventually relents and goes off to find Red Horn, who is
surrounded by other girls. She teases him, and unexpect-
edly, he smiles at her. The other girls were jealous, they
push and shove her and tell her “You don't know any-
thing.” Red Horn and his friends prepare to go on the
warpath and are camped just outside the village. During
this time the women bring the warriors moccasins and
the she brings a pair to Red Horn, who accepts them.
When the warriors return from battle, they play a prank
and have the sentries proclaim that Red Horn and one of
his friends are dead. The grandmother begins to cut the

hair of the orphan girl, as if she were already Red Horn’s
wife. When he comes into view and it is apparent that he
is not dead, the grandmother laments “I have wrecked my
granddaughter’s hair.” The victors dance for four days,
and many of the young men approach Red Horn to rec-
ommend their sisters to him. He takes no interest, and
asks instead, “Where does the girl in the white beaverskin
wrap live? extquotedbl At night RedHorn shows up at the
girl’s lodge and lies down next to her. Her grandmother
throws a blanket over them and they are married.[8] In
another episode, with their lives staked on the outcome,
the giants challenge Red Horn and his friends to play kisik
(lacrosse).[9] The best giant player was a womanwith long
red hair just like Red Horn’s. The little heads on Red
Horn’s ears caused her to laugh so much that it interfered
with her game and the giants lost, but Red Horn married
the girl with the red hair.[10] The giants lost all the other
contests as well. Then they challenged Red Horn and his
friends to a wrestling match in which they threw all but
Red Horn’s friend Turtle. Since Red Horn and his fel-
low spirits lost two out of the three matches, they were
all slain.

3 Red Horn as a star

There is a little-known myth of great importance that
identifies Red Horn as a star. Ten brothers lived together
in a longhouse. The eldest, Kunu, had four arms. The
youngest brother was called “Wears Faces on His Ears”
(įcohorúšika), because he had living human faces on each
of his ears. By dancing all night and performing the
hunting rite by which game is seduced, they were able to
gain wives for themselves. However, the second brother,
Hena, was jealous because his youngest brother had got-
ten the fattest woman (hinųk šį), so he persuaded his other
brothers, all except Kunu and the next youngest, to join
him in a plot to rid themselves of Wears Faces on His
Ears. They brought him to the lodge of a beautiful woman
who in reality was a water spirit (wakcexi). She persuaded
him to go to the back of her lodge, where he fell through
a trap door into the underworld. There he was made cap-
tive by the bad water spirits (wakcexi šišik). Loon and
Otter were the nephews of the water spirits. Each made
an impassioned plea to free the young man, but the bad
water spirits were determined to eat him, so Loon and
Otter left the underworld for the earth where they have
lived ever after. Wears Faces onHis Ears broke his chains
as though they were made of string, then grabbed a fire
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brand and began to club the water spirits to death and
to set their realm aflame. He tracked down the woman
who had tricked him and chased her through the under-
world, where she tried to hide as a tubercle on a weed.
Just the same, he found her out and killed her. When
he returned to earth, he discovered that in his absence
the rebel brothers had abused his two loyal brothers. The
disloyal brothers had in reality been foxes and coyotes.
WhenWears Faces onHis Ears struckHena with his club,
he was transformed into a fox. Thus, the wicked brothers
lived as animals thereafter. Wears Faces on His Ears and
his two loyal brothers were stars.[11]

Without any reference to this story, much has been said
about the stellar identity of Red Horn. In 1945, many
years after his field work, Paul Radin suggested that
Red Horn might be identical to the Morning Star (of
Venus), known to the Hocągara asWiragošge Xetera, “the
Great Star”.[12] Most archaeologists have accepted this
suggestion.[13] However, just three years later, he was less
certain, saying only that Red Horn was “either evening-
or morning-star”,[14] and in 1954 he changed his position
yet again, asserting that Red Horn, “probably is identical
with the Evening Star”.[15] After an extensive discussion
of the problem, Lankford summed up by saying, “It ap-
pears that the safest conclusion for this study of Morn-
ing Star traditions is to accept the Winnebago divinities
[Red Horn, Blue Horn, the Twins] as possibly stellar fig-
ures but to allow them to remain without a celestial name,
insofar as ethnoastronomy is concerned.”[16] Neverthe-
less, the very end of our story identifies Red Horn, in his
form asWears Faces on His Ears, as a fixed star, probably
Alnilam of Orion.

“The one star that is shining most greatly
of the trio, it is he. The greatly shining white
one, and the blue one, and the red one; and Ico-
horúšika was the yellowish one. And the other
ones, his older brothers, are also stars. They
are the trio that are bunched together [the Belt
Stars of Orion ?].”[17]

Morning Star, of course, is not a fixed star. Their lack of
identity is confirmed in another story in whichMan Faces
on His Ears coexists with Morning Star.[18] The connec-
tion between fixed stars and living beings on the ears finds
a parallel in another Hocąk story in which Polaris (the
North Star) has hummingbirds as earrings.[19]

4 Red Man, Chief of the Herok’a

In the Red Horn Cycle, when a human chief offers his
daughter as a prize in a race, all the fastest spirits in cre-
ation show up to compete. Nevertheless, a completely
unknown person wins the race by turning himself into
the fleetest of all things, an arrow, and shooting himself
ahead of all the other competitors. The victor declares
that he goes by the name “Red Horn”, but that the spir-
its know him as “Wears Man-Faces on His Ears”. The
episode shows that Red Horn has a mystical identity with
the arrow.
There are two unpublished stories that reveal Red Horn’s
sagittary nature. The first is “Chief of the Horok’a”, and
the other is its variant, “The Red Man”. In “Chief of the
Herok’a”, a great hunter lived with his wife and two small
children. He told his wife to avoid his deer traps, but she
ignored him, and whenever she went out, she was caught
in one of the traps. No trap in which she was caught ever
worked again. Finally, he had to shoot his own wife to
save his family from starvation. He sent his two children
to where his other sons lived, and on the way, the chil-
dren saw the signs in the sky that their father had been
overcome by their mother’s brothers. On the way, the lit-
tle boy was kidnapped by a group of berdaches who had
the power to change their size. He made good his escape
and joined his sister and brothers. In time the little boy
grew up and married a beautiful woman. His mother-in-
law would send him on impossibly dangerous missions
in order to kill him, but every time he emerged victo-
rious. Among the spirits participating in the feasts that
were held afterwards were Turtle and the Forked Man,
who had two bodies joined at the waist. The young man
allowed his sister to choose her husband from among the
assembled spirits, and she picked the Forked Man. The
old woman had a nightmare, and when she awoke, she
said that the young man must play the game wegodiwa
with them.[20] He agreed. The young man with his spirit
friends sat on the edge of a cliff while the old woman
walked out into the thin air. She and her daughters gave
a loud shout, and a gale force wind issued from above,
yet the young man and the good spirits held fast. Af-
ter four such attacks, the good spirits triumphed. The
sons of the old woman were the ones who were making
the wind. The young man, now in the form of With-
out Horns (Herok'aga), stood on the water and told his
brothers to make the “herok'a breathings.” They uttered,
ahahe, ahahe, and as they pulled their empty bow strings
back and forth, their opponents fell over dead. The young
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man, Herok'aga, became chief over the village that was
once ruled by the slain brothers. In time Herok'aga had
a daughter, and when it was time for her to be married,
he set up an ordeal designed to test the worth of her suit-
ors. Finally, a Forked Man succeeded, and the couple
set out for his home up above where he lived with his
grandfather. One day as she was looking into the fire,
she saw a head that was made red by the heat, yet it had
tears rolling down its cheeks. The head explained that
she was his granddaughter and that the old man there had
beheaded him and placed him in the fire. She lifted the
head out of the fire and put it in a white deerskin. When
the Forked Man returned home, the head explained to
him all that had happened. The husband demanded that
his grandfather tell him where the headless body was, and
they went out and found the body wandering around Red
Hill. They brought it back andmade a sweat bath in which
the head was reattached to the body. Once he emerged
whole again, he cursed the old man to become an owl.
The grandfather whose head was reattached, is the chief
of the herok'a. His son is the chief of the little children
spirits who have the same power as the herok'a.[21]

From this story we learn that the elder man is chief of
the herok’a, but his son, even though his name is Without
Horns (Heroka’ga), is chief over the little children spirits.
Both sets of spirits are able to kill with empty bows, just
as though they themselves were the arrows. In “The Red
Man”, the older man kills his wife because he has caught
her making love with a bear. The man who killed him,
rather than being turned into an owl, is killed by Trick-
ster and Hare. With a stroke of his club, Hare shattered
him into a thousand pieces of flint. The man known to
us as “chief of the herok’a”, in this story is brought back
to life and called “Red Man” (Wąkšucka), since his body
is entirely red in color.[22] Who is Red Man, chief of the
herok’a? It would be left to speculation were it not for
a story parallel to the Red Horn Cycle, where it is said
of Red Horn, “'Without Horns’ (herok’a) they call cer-
tain beings, he (Red Horn) was their chief; his sons were
the chiefs of beings called 'childish people', they say.”[23]
Therefore, it is Red Horn who is Red Man, chief of the
herok’a, and his sons are chiefs of the little children spir-
its. Both of these are tribes of lilliputian hunting spirits,
whose spiritual essence is the arrow, and whose symbol
is the bow.
From another unpublished story, “The Baldheaded War
Club”, we learn more about Red Horn and the herok’a.
Trickster (Wakjąkaga) acquired an enormously powerful
war club, and to fulfill his role as a savior of humanity,

called together a war party to attack the evil spirits who
had lorded it over humanity. The members of this select
war party were Turtle, Wolf, Sleets as He Walks, Great
Black Hawk, Red Horn, Otter, Loon, and the Twins
(Flesh and Ghost). Under Trickster’s leadership, all kinds
of foolish mistakes were made, so a different war leader
stepped forward at the critical moment when they were
being charged by the evil spirits.

Then the war leader said, “Now then, atten-
dants! I will help you,” and at the war leader’s
forehead stood a single horn, and it was very
red. This he took off and struck the water with
it, and the water burned like fuel, and there
all the bad things were burned up. Then the
leader said, “Now then! from henceforth you
will no more call me “One Horn”. Here the hu-
mans are being abused and here I have used my
horn, therefore, the humans shall ever call me,
“Without Horns”, because I have caused my-
self to be without any,” he said. That is why
they call them herok’a, meaning “ones without
horns”.[24]

In this variant, Red Horn is first named “One Horn”
(Hejąkiga),[25] then “Without Horns” (Herok’aga), a
namewhich elsewhere is given to his son. This is merely a
reflection of the cross-generational identity of Red Horn
and his sons. In one story the son of Red Horn is
called by one of Red Horn’s old lovers by the name “Red
Horn”;[26] and in another story, the father of Red Horn
is Wears Man-Faces on His Ears, another form of Red
Horn himself.[27]

The he, “horn”, in the names He-jąki-ga (“One Horn”),
He-rok'a-ga (“Without Horns”), and He-šuc-ka (“Red
Horn”), can be understood in these sagittary terms. In
the myth known as “The Brown Squirrel”, the hero of the
story terrorizes a bad spirit by constantly pointing a red
cedar horn at him. The horn is usually called “the red
protruding horn” (he-pųjoge-šujera). However, once it is
simply called he-pųjogera, “the protruding horn”.[28] At
the very end of the myth the bad spirit is turned into a
brown squirrel and told, “Humans you tried to abuse, so
ever after will boys shoot you with protruding horns (he-
pųjogera).”[29] Therefore, arrows are horns, and paradig-
matically, red horns. Consequently, the name Hešucka
(“Red Horn”) not only refers to his red braid or “horn”,
but to his mystical identity with the arrow. It is also the
reason why the race over whom he is chief is called “with-
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out horns”, since they fire their bows without the need of
an arrow. In a race, the Red Horn is triumphant over all
the spirits, for he himself is the arrow he shoots to victory.

5 Red Horn’s sons

“Hero Twins” emerging from a crack in the back of a raccoon-
faced Horned Serpent called a Sinti Shaui by the Choctaw.[30]

The two wives of Red Horn were pregnant at the time
of his death. Red Horn’s first wife, the girl in the white
beaverskin wrap, gave birth to a son who had the same
red hair and human heads hanging from his ears as his
father. Red Horn’s second wife, the giantess, also gave
birth to a red haired boy, but with living faces where his
nipples should have been.[31] The sons were spared by the
giants and grew up to be very large. One day the eldest
son went out to fast in order to get a blessing from the
thunderbirds. He went to seek his visions at a place not
far from a broad prairie where the giants had a village.
He knew that the head of his father, whose hair had by
now turned white, hung from a lodge pole there. When
he called out to the spirits with a death song, the kind
sung by prisoners about to be executed, the giants who
heard it would immediately jump into the fire. When the
old men of the village saw that so many of their people
were jumping in the flames, they guessed at the cause,
and ordered four warriors to guard the scalp pole. Two of
the guards painted themselves red and the others painted
themselves black. Red Horn’s two sons decided then to
retrieve the heads of their father and his friends. They use

their powers to make special red and black arrows to kill
the guards, then grabbed the heads and ran with them. As
the boys ran they shot the giants with their arrows, each
arrow killing many giants. When they ran out of arrows,
they used their bows as clubs, almost wiping out the gi-
ants completely. A little girl with a boy that she packed
on her back are spared so that the race of giants do not
become extinct, but they are thrown to the other side of
the sea so than will no longer be a threat. The two sons
then burn the bodies of the giants and grind up their bones
and spread the powder around their own village.[32] The
two sons take the head of Red Horn and ask their moth-
ers to sleep with it, but each replies, “How can I sleep
with that, it is only a skull? extquotedbl The boys take
all three heads and lay them in a bed in the middle of the
lodge. The next day Red Horn, Turtle, and Storms as He
Walks are all found alive and sleeping in the bed. Where
the sons had scattered the powdered bones of the giants,
all the people that the giants had killed were also found
alive and sleeping. When Red Horn’s wives saw this, they
shouted, “Oh, our sons have brought our husbands back
to life again! extquotedbl The boys picked up their fa-
thers and carried them around like children.[33] In honor
of this feat, Turtle and Storms as He Walks promise the
boys special weapons. In another episode, the sons of
Red Horn decide to go on the warpath. The older brother
asks Storms as He Walks for the Thunderbird Warbun-
dle. After some effort, it is produced, but the thunder-
birds demand that it have a case. A friend of the sons of
Red Horn offers his own body as its case. The boys take
the Thunderbird Warbundle and with their followers go
on a raid to the other side of the sky.[34]

Hall has shown that the mythic cycle of Red Horn and his
sons has some interesting analogies with the Hero Twins
mythic cycle of Mesoamerica.[35]

6 Red Horn in archaeology

Some images found in or near the SECC area may be
of Red Horn, his companions, and his sons.[36] Scat-
tered throughout most of this area are relics of prosopic
earpieces,[37] which must have given the wearer an ap-
pearance strikingly like that of mythical Red Horn. Other
artifacts, such as the bilobed arrow, may shed light on
an obscure name held by Red Horn in his youth, “He
Who is Hit with Deer Lungs”. Intricately carved effigy
pipes have been recovered as well, one of which, nick-
named “Big Boy”, has been widely identified with Red
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Horn. There also exist numerous depictions of a rapto-
rial bird whose head has many human features. James
A. Brown has argued that this “Birdman”, who is often
shown wearing prosopic earpieces, is also a form of Red
Horn. Pictographs found in caves have also been related
to Red Horn. Salzer contends that the scene of Panel 5
at the Gottschall Rockshelter represents Red Horn and
his friends confronting the giants. At Picture Cave, dis-
covered by Carol Diaz-Granados, there exists a picto-
graph the central figure of which wears prosopic ear-
pieces, leading to the suggestion that he represents an
early form of Red Horn.

6.1 Prosopic earpieces as SECC artifacts

A Long-nosed god maskette excavated from the Yokem Mound
Group in Pike County, Illinois, now in the N.M.A.I.

In the Ioway version of the Red Horn story, Wears
Man-Heads in His Ears puts on a pair of prosopic ear-
pieces which come to life.[38] Prosopic ear ornaments
have been found throughout much of the S.E.C.C. cul-
ture area in archaeological excavations and are called
extquotedblLong-nosed god maskettes extquotedbl.[39]
They are typically made of either copper or shell, which
were highly valued materials. Most wampum belts, for
instance, are made of shells strung together. In con-
temporary Hotcąk the standard word for wampum is
worušik,[40] a word which also denotes earrings.[41] It is
a contraction of wa-horušik, “something suspended from
the ears”.[42] This shows a linguistic “memory” of a time

when at least certain earpieces were considered to be
wampum. The S.E.C.C. artifacts have a high degree of
uniformity except for the size of the nose, which may
be either short or extraordinarily long and even crooked.
The face is shield-shaped, and has a crown with a notch
at its top center rim. The mouth is just a short slit, but
the eyes are perfectly circular and large in proportion to
the head, giving them an owl-like appearance. The first
of these was discovered in Big Mound within St. Louis
in 1870, where they lay beside the skull in a grave.[43]
Since then nearly two score of these artifacts have been
discovered in an area encompassing at least ten states.[44]
S.E.C.C. pictorial art shows figures with long-nosed god
maskettes on their ears, recalling the appearance of Red
Horn and his sons.[45] One of these is a sculpted pipe
bowl, nicknamed “Big Boy”, showing a seated young
man wearing short-nosed prosopic earpieces (discussed
below). They came to be called “Long-Nosed God”
mask(ette)s because they were correlated with depictions
of what appeared to be a deity with a very long nose.[46]
One of these has in addition to a long nose, a bilobed
arrow attached to his hair, and a single long braid, all
characteristics associated with RedHorn.[47] On the other
hand, such beings often have a curl at the end of their
noses, either bending up or down, a feature not found
on their maskette counterparts. In addition a great many
prosopic earpieces have only a short nose. This has led
Duncan and Diaz-Granados to develop a different theory
to account for the variation in nose sizes. They believe
that the prosopic earpieces represent the Twins, and that
they were worn by war captives who were being assimi-
lated into their new tribe. This is chartered by one sur-
viving Twins myth, in which the wild brother has a very
long nose in contrast to the normal nose of his domesti-
cated brother. When the wild Twin is re-adopted into his
family, the father trims the nose. Ex hypothesi, the size
of the nose on the prosopic earpiece given to the adopted
captive was trimmed to reflect the degree to which he had
been assimilated.[48]

6.2 Struck with Deer Lungs and the
calumet ceremony

Not surprisingly, given his status as Chief of the Herok'a,
RedHorn has a special connection to deer. The RedHorn
Cycle tells us of the time when Red Horn, the youngest
brother, was following his other brothers to a race to
which he alone was not invited.
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6.2 Struck with Deer Lungs and the calumet ceremony 7

The people were saying, extquotedblKunu
(eldest born) has come and the one at whom
Kunu used to throw deer lungs, his youngest
brother, he has also come along.” So Kunu
looked behind him and, sure enough, there
was his little brother following, wearing an un-
tanned deerskin blanket turned inside out. The
fur was on the outside.[49]

His cervid identity is expressed in his going about in the
outward form of a deer. Right up to the end of the story,
Red Horn is known only by the name “He who Gets Hit
with Deer Lungs,”[50] Kunu explains to his wife, “Once
I told him to fast and he refused so I threw a deer lung
at him and that is the reason why they called him by that
name but no one ever hit him with a deer lung.”[51] So
Kunu had been giving him the lungs to eat, since he had
refused to go without food. Far from being a poor cut of
meat, it is something special. In one story, the dogs de-
cide that if their master gives them the deer lung hanging
in his lodge, they will make him prosper in game.[52] The
reason for the gourmet value of deer lungs (ca raxúra) is
explained in connection with an episode in a story entitled
“The Fleetfooted Man extquotedbl:

There aHotcâk villagewas. To a great war-
rior was born a baby boy. It was very good. He
grew larger, and when he was old enough to eat,
whenever his father could, he would feed him
only deer lungs. He wanted him to be able to
run fast, that is why he did it.[53]

It should come as no great surprise that a diet of deer
lungs might be thought to empower a person to have
lungs like those of a deer, and the capacity for speed that
this endowment would bequeath. So when the youngest
brother is struck with deer lungs, it expresses the notion
that Red Horn is someone who will have lungs like a deer
and therefore a fleetness of foot that will rival a cervid.
Indeed, his victory in the foot race, the major event of
this episode, is a mere confirmation of this achievement.
So the name that is presented as a misnomer, turns out on
an esoteric level to be an understated description for the
spirit who travels as fast as an arrow.
Archaeologists have attempted to connect the name with
a widespread calumet ceremony associated with the af-
firmation of kinship and adoption.[54] These factors enter
the discussion because of the relationship between Red
Horn and his sons. Red Horn finds a twin in one of his

sons, and a near twin in the other. It is said in the Red
Horn Cycle, after the friends of Red Horn have given his
sons gifts of their trademark weapons, “Then Red Horn
said, 'My sons, I have nothing to give you, for I am not
your equal and, besides, you are already just like me.'
And indeed they were.”[55] Most of all, the sons of Red
Horn brought their father back to life. These facts have
led archaeologists to see the story of Red Horn in terms
of the immortality of reproduction: a man lives on in his
sons, to whom he gives a genetic patrimony that makes
them just like himself.[56] Consequently, ceremonies of
adoption become highly relevant to the understanding of
Red Horn, since they represent a ceremonial way of con-
veying the fundamental meaning of the Red Horn epic.
Unfortunately, little is known of calumet and adoption
ceremonies among the Hocągara, so Hall attempts to gen-
eralize from what he concludes is a nearly universal post-
contact calumet ceremony of adoption. Its paradigm is
the ceremony of the Osage, a people related in speech to
the Hotcągara.[57] Hall sums up his basic argument:

In the Iowa version the two boys put the
heads of Human-head-earrings and his two
friends on the earth and shoot three arrows
into the air, after which the owners of the
three heads come to life. This recalls the
use of the symbolic gesture with arrows --
the calumets -- to mediate the reconception
of the adoptee in the (Pawnee) Hako cere-
mony. More important, it recalls the third
name by which Red Horn or He-who-wears-
human-heads-as-earrings was known -- He-
who-is-hit-with-deer-lungs -- because the owl
feathers attached to the calumets represented
deer lungs. The calumet stems represented
windpipes as well as arrow shafts, and the com-
bination of windpipe and lungs was believed to
introduce a quickening breath into the nose of
the adoptee that then descended into his chest
and gave him life. Logically, the name He-
who-is-hit-with-deer-lungs could derive from
a ritual in which an impersonator of He-who-
wears-human-heads-as-earrings was symboli-
cally requickened with the calumets.[58]

TheOsage actually have a Deer Lung Clan which is active
in the ceremony.
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6.3 Big Boy

The carved stone pipe nicknamed “Big Boy”.

“Big Boy”, which was uncovered from the Great Mor-
tuary of Craig Mound at Spiro,[59] is a large effigy pipe
weighing 11 lbs., 8 oz., probably made of bauxite.[60] It
is likely that it was originally a sculpture that was only
later converted into a pipe bowl.[61] This remarkable ar-
tifact was first illustrated in 1952.[62] The figure is nude,
with his hair arranged in an occipital bun and a long braid
hanging over his left shoulder. His only body clothing is
a cape draped over his back. The cape has a “spade” or
feather design, leading most archaeologists to conclude
that it was a feather cape, a mantle well known frommany
Native American cultures in historical times.[63] How-
ever, it seems unlikely that it actually is a feather cape.

The blanket ... is decorated with a “spade”
design, which, considering the accuracy of de-
tail and faithfulness of depiction in the rest
of the pipe, is a detail that should be inter-
preted literally rather than figuratively. In this
light, the “spade” design elements should be re-
garded as part of the blanket itself.[64]

It once bore a heavy coat of red ochre, some of which
is still visible.[65] He also wears a flat cap with a raised
border around its top which has an “ogee” design in neg-
ative relief. Brown believes that this cap “appears to be
a case for displaying a copper plate.”[66] The subject of
the sculpture also wears a rich, triple-strand necklace of
wampum beads. His most interesting feature, however,
is a pair of prosopic ear ornaments, clearly of the Short-
Nosed God type.[67] Reilly, on the assumption that the
SECC clay effigy pipes are of divine subjects, concludes,
because of Big Boy’s long red braid and prosopic ear-
pieces, that he must represent “Morning Star” (by which
he means Red Horn).[68] James A. Brown leans strongly
towards this view, but voices a note of caution:

All told, we have in this figure a remarkable
combination of the very elements by which the
RedHorn hero-deity of theWinnebago is iden-
tified in myth. Although this might suggest
that the Red Horn identification can be extrap-
olated into deep antiquity, caution is dictated
because of the inherent ambiguities attendant
upon the sources of our information, to say
nothing of the time spread involved.[69]

In a departure from the received opinion, Duncan and
Diaz-Granados contend that the prosopic earpieces rep-
resent the Twins and were used by captives being adopted
into the tribe. Consequently, they view Big Boy as a
representation of such an adoptee, and not as Red Horn
himself.[70]

6.4 Bird Man

Another figure found in SECC artworks is a raptor with
a largely human face, who is often depicted wearing
prosopic earpieces. This werebird, known as “Birdman”,
is also thought by some to be a form of Red Horn.[71]

6.5 The Gottschall pictographs

Gottschall Rockshelter (a horizontally shallow cave), lo-
cated in Muscoda, Wisconsin, contains about forty pic-
tographs. Robert J. Salzer began to excavate the site in
1982, eight years after it had been rediscovered.[72] He
identified Panel 5 to be of special interest, since it is a
composition containing several figures that seem to be en-
gaged in a single action.[73] Panel 5 is dated with a good

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mississippian_stone_statuary
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spiro_Mounds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mississippian_stone_statuary#Cahokia_Style
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long-nosed_god_maskette
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measure of confidence to the tenth century A.D.[74] At
the outset, Robert L. Hall, the leader in the field, pointed
out to Selzer that one of the figures in Panel 5 appeared to
have attributes associated with the Red Horn mythology.

The character in your Fig. 4 has a pat-
tern around each nipple which resembles the
long-nose god maskettes. The face[s] of the
maskettes are of the same outline as that found
around each nipple on the pictograph. I first in-
terpreted the two parallel lines above the “face”
outline as the red horn. I now feel that they
represent the long nose of the long-nosed god
in a face-on perspective which the artists could
not quite handle. That leaves the nipples for
the mouth and tongue, and remember that the
little faces stuck out their tongues when ma-
nipulated. The stone Big Boy pipe from Spiro
had long-nose god maskettes on each ear, and
I would guess that is what Red Horn also wore
on his ears and was the reason he was called
He-who-wears-human-heads-as-earrings.[75]

Salzer identified the other figures as being two giants, one
of whom was the woman that eventually married Red
Horn, and other pictographs seemed to be of Turtle and
Storms-as-He-Walks, all of whom had gathered together
on the occasion of the great lacrosse game between the
good spirits and the giants.[76] Salzer believes, contrary
to Hall,[77] that the figure to the far right is not a son of
Red Horn, but Red Horn himself.[78] The reason why we
do not see prosopic earpieces is that part of the tail of the
bird in the center of the panel has been painted over Red
Horn’s ears.[79] Most archaeologists have accepted the
idea that the panel is devoted to Red Horn mythology,[80]
although a few others have been highly skeptical.[81]

6.6 Picture Cave

In Warren County, Missouri, there is a site appropriately
styled “Picture Cave”.[83] As its name suggests, it con-
tains a wealth of pictographs, including one that has been
identified with the Hotcąk spirit Red Horn (Wears Faces
on His Ears).[84] Other pictographs in Picture Cave have
been dated from about 915 AD to 1066 AD, although
the age of the “Red Horn” pictograph has so far not been
determined. It differs stylistically from the other pic-
tographs in the cave and has a patina of silica which may
suggest that it is older than the others.[85] Almost solely on

The Red Horn panel from Picture Cave, Missouri.[82]

the basis of the prosopic earpiece, Duncan connects the
main character of this scene with RedHorn. He describes
the chief figure in the panel as “Morning Star (known by
the Winnebago as Red Horn) extquotedbl,[86] an identi-
fication which has now become universal among archae-
ologists (see the section above, “Red Horn as a Star”).
He also believes that the Red Horn of Picture Cave is
carrying the head of Morning Star, which he describes
as an act of self-resurrection. Nevertheless, at one point
Duncan says, with respect to the “Red Horn” pictograph,
“This 'early' Braden style rendering conforms to the de-
scription of He-who-wears-human-heads-as-earrings, or
Red Horn, after he wrestled with the 'giants’. Red Horn’s
head is described as being carried by one of his sons ...
this is an unmistakable scene at Picture Cave that is finely
and delicately rendered and includes a substantial use of
white pigment.”[87]

7 Notes
[1] “6. Wąkx!istowi, the Man with the Human Head Ear-

rings,” in Skinner (1925) 457–458. He also appears in
a Twins myth, where his is called Wankistogre, “Man-in-
the-Earring”. Small & Small, in Skinner (1925).

[2] For the ethnology of the Hocągara, conducted between
1908 and 1912, see Paul Radin (1923).

[3] Radin (1948) 124. In Harrison, 112–114, he is called
Wągíšjahorùšika, “WearsMan Faces onHis Ears”. Radin,
“Intcohorúcika,” 65-67; Foster, (1876–1877) vol. 1, #3:
p. 3 col. 1; Danker and White (1978) 24-25; McKern
1929).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_L._Hall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radin
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.MorningStar%26HisFriend.html#Anchor-The-48213
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[4] Danker & White (1978) 24-25. Informant: Felix White,
Sr.

[5] Jipson (1923) 410-411.

[6] Meeker (1901) 161-164.

[7] Lankford (2007) 124.

[8] Radin (1948) 115-136.

[9] Radin (1948) 123-129; McKern (1929) 215-230. Hocąk
myths depicting lacrosse are tabulated in Lankford (2007)
83.

[10] Radin (1948) 123-129; McKern (1929) 215-230; Radin,
Redhorn’s Nephews, 1-16; Harrison, 112-114. The same
episode occurs in a lacrosse game in which the hero is
called “White Cloud” — Radin, “The Roaster”.

[11] Radin, “Intcohorúcika,” 65-67.

[12] Radin (1945) 57.

[13] Brown, “The Cahokian Expression,” in Townsend &
Sharp (2004) 105, 114; Diaz-Granados & Duncan (2000)
231-232; Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000) 10; Diaz-
Granados & Duncan (2004) 146, 148-149, 150 (where
one of his sons is identified withMorning Star), 203; Hall,
The Cultural Background of Mississippian Symbolism,
in Galloway (1989) 241-242, 257; Hall (1997) 148-149;
Reilly, “People of Earth, People of Sky”, in Townsend &
Sharp (2004) 132-135.

[14] Radin (1948) 41-42, 50.

[15] Radin (1954) 13. This may in part rest on the identity of
Evening Star as “the red star” (wiragošge šuc).

[16] Lankford (2007) 125; the Morning Star and Red Horn
problem is discussed on pages 72-125.

[17] Égi že tanihajega wiragošge wa’ųnąkše. Hitanike
wiragošgežą horokanakąnąpra hanątc´ herenagi, žee e
hereže. Horokanakąnąpra skanąga co, hánąga šujanąga
zinisganąki ereže, įcohorúšika. Égi hijanénąka, hini-
wahira, hišge wiragošge hireže. Hitanike stonąki e her-
ereže. Radin, “Intcohorúcika,” 65-67.

[18] Harrison, 92-117.

[19] “So in the morning he went out wearing a hummingbird
on each ear.” Égi hainigiži, daniakanąkanąkera a'aki ho-
rušikanąga reže. Radin, “The Dipper,” 91 (Hocąk syl-
labary with an English interlinear translation).

[20] The word wegodiwa, alternant regodiwa, of unknown
meaning, is foreign, undoubtedly Algonquian.

[21] Radin, “The Chief of the Heroka.”

[22] Radin, “The Red Man”.

[23] Radin, “Redhorn’s Nephews,” 16.

[24] Rave, 54-56.

[25] The name Hejąkiga, “One Horn,” occurs as a common
personal name in a number of different Hocąk clans. See
Radin (1923) 170-172.

[26] Radin (1948) 134-136.

[27] McKern (1929): 215-230.

[28] Radin, “The Squirrel,” 80. Since the original word is in
Hocąk syllabic orthography, which is highly ambiguous,
it is difficult to determine the exact form of the word. The
word meaning “protruding” is probably pųjoge, from pųc-
hoge, or pųc-joge, akin to pųc, which means, “the snout of
an animal (the projecting part of the face) extquotedbl.

[29] Wąkšikra kšakša nąš'įną. Nįge hocįcįnįk he-pųjoge hi-
bonįgišara hiranihekjaną. Radin, “The Squirrel,” 84.

[30] The horned serpent with the raccoon face is apparently
the same as the Choctaw sinti shaui, a symbol of the earth.
Townsend suggests that the two beings emerging from it
are the hero Twins (in Winnebago, these would be the
nephews of Bluehorn). The original was engraved on a
marine whelk shell photographed as fig. 42 in Townsend,
“American Landscapes, Seen and Unseen,” in Townsend
& Sharp (2004) 31-33. The original is in the Museum of
the American Indian, Cup 192, Craig B. The artwork is
based on a drawing of the engraving in Phillips & Brown
(ca 1975-1982) plate 192. Colorized by the artist (Herb
Roe). An earlier rendering of this is found in Hamilton
(1952) 228, plate 104B, entitled “Two Snake Dancers ex-
tquotedbl; see Phillips & Brown, “Theme of Intertwined
Snake-men”, 131-133, fig. 186. For similar examples
from this source, see Cup 197, Craig B (132, fig. 187),
Cups 189 & 194 (132, fig. 188).

[31] In another variant, the second brother has man-faces on
his shoulders — Radin, “Redhorn’s Nephews,” 11.

[32] Radin ( 1948) 131-132; Radin, “Redhorn’s Nephews,” 1-
16.

[33] Radin (1948) 131-132. In another variant, it is the men
who carry the sons of Red Horn on their backs — Radin,
“Redhorn’s Nephews,” 1-16.

[34] Radin ( 1948) 132-134; Radin, “Redhorn’s Nephews,” 1-
16.

[35] Hall, “The Cultural Background of Mississippian Sym-
bolism extquotedbl; Power (2004).

http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Itcohorucika.html#anchor10170817
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Itcohorucika.html#anchor10170817
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Itcohorucika.html#anchor10170817
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Itcohorucika.html#anchor10170817
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Itcohorucika.html#anchor10170817
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Itcohorucika.html#anchor10170817
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Dipper1.html#anchor10170816
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HTS.Dipper1.html#anchor10170816
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algonquian_languages
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.ChiefOfHeroka.html
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.RedMan.html
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[36] Reilly, “The Petaloid Motif”.

[37] The word “prosopic” derives from Greek πρόσωπον,
“face”.

[38] “6. Wąkx!istowi, the Man with the Human Head Ear-
rings,” in Skinner (1925) 457-458.

[39] Williams & Goggin (1956); Hall (1991) 30-33; Pauketat
(1994) 83, 85, 91; Hall (1997) 147-149; Pauketat (2004)
114-116, 170-171; Staeck (1994); Diaz-Granados (2004)
148. See a map of their distribution in Salzer &Rajnovich
(2001) 62, fig. 48; and in Hall (1991) 32.

[40] Foster (1876-1877) sv “beads (wampum) extquotedbl; J.
O. Dorsey (1888); Houghton, “Turtle and a Giant”, 16;
J.W., Untitled, 2; R.S., “Snowshoe Strings”, 17.

[41] Miner (1984) s.v.; see Harrison, worušige-nąka, “the ear-
bobs”.

[42] The name “Wears Faces on His Ears” is made from the
same stem: Ico-horušik-ka. In one story, wampum is sim-
ply called horušik (R.S., “Snowshoe Strings”, 21).

[43] Richards (1870); Williams & Goggin (1956) 23; Hall
(1997) 147.

[44] Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000) 1.

[45] Phillips & Brown (ca 1975-1982); Brown (1996) 539, fig.
2-108a; Diaz-Granados &Duncan (2000) 212; Duncan&
Diaz-Granados (2000): 4.

[46] See Williams & Goggin (1956) 55-58.

[47] Williams & Groggin (1956) 36, fig. 18.

[48] Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000) 6.

[49] Radin (1948) 115.

[50] Radin (1948) 115-118. The name is found only in trans-
lation.

[51] Radin (1948) 118.

[52] Radin, “A Man and His Three Dogs”.

[53] žigi Hocąk' cínoknôkšgúni. wągwášoše xetéra hocįcįnįgią
gicoínegi. p'įxjį. xetéhi nąúže, hahí warújenįk gip'į´giži ca-
raxúra šana rúcgigis’áže. sagerékjege wágiúnąkše. StCyr,
“Fleetfoot,” 18.

[54] Hall (1997) 151. Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000) 1-26.

[55] Radin (1948) Red Horn Cycle, §11.

[56] Brown, “On the Identity of the Birdman” (2004) passim.

[57] The separation of the Osage from the Hotcągara dates to
ca. 1000 A.D. Springer & Witkowski (1982) 69-83.

[58] Hall (1997) 151. Pressing this line of argument, Hall
connects this name to the Bi-Lobed Arrow Motif of the
SECC, arguing that it may be a graphic depiction of the
calumet. Hall, The Cultural Background of Mississippian
Symbolism, in Galloway (1989) 239-278.

[59] Brown (1996) 523b.

[60] Hamilton (1952) 34-35. Spectroscopic analysis has yet to
be carried out on this artifact — Brown (1996) 523b.

[61] Brown (1996) 523b. “Both of the holes interrupt the
'feather' or 'spade' pattern on the blanket without their be-
ing a border or rim around the holes. Just such an ab-
sence of rim would be consistent with holes drilled after
the blanket pattern had been finished.”

[62] Hamilton (1952) 33-34, plates 9-10.

[63] Hamilton (1952) 34-35. Willoughby (1952) 113, com-
ments, “We may be sure that feather garments from capes
to long cloaks were not uncommon use throughout the
United States fromNewEngland to California in early his-
toric days, although but few of them have been preserved.
Some of them were not only warm and serviceable, but
were beautifully wrought in attractive designs in various
colors.”

[64] Brown (1996) 523b.

[65] Hamilton (1952) 35; Brown (1996) 523b.

[66] Brown (1996) 523a.

[67] Williams & Goggin (1956) 35-37, 53. Brown (1996)
523a, thinks that the noses are short because of the “lim-
itation the material places on the sculpture”.

[68] Reilly (2004) 132.

[69] Brown in Reilly & Garber (2004) 99.

[70] Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000) 6.

[71] Brown, “On the Identity of the Birdman”, 56-106.

[72] Salzer (1993) 84-85.

[73] Salzer & Rajnovich (2001); Salzer (1997). For the initial
descriptions of the site, see Salzer, “Preliminary Report”
(1987); Salzer, “Wisconsin RockArt Site” (1987); Salzer,
“Introduction” (1987).

[74] Salzer & Rajnovich (2001) 3.

[75] Hall (1997) 150. This is a letter from Robert L. Hall to
Bob Salzer dated July 31, 1982 (Hall (1997) 191 nt. 45).

http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.Turtle%26Giant.html#anchor10190819
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.BirdClanOrigins.html#anchor10190820
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.SnowshoeStrings.html#anchor1028080
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.MS%26HisFriend.html#anchor10190818
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.SnowshoeStrings.html#anchor1028081
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.FleetfootedMan.html#anchor1028082
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.FleetfootedMan.html#anchor1028082
http://hotcakencyclopedia.com/ho.HT.FleetfootedMan.html#anchor1028082
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southeastern_Ceremonial_Complex#Motifs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peace_pipe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_L._Hall
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[76] Salzer & Rajnovich (2001) 21-33.

[77] Robert L. Hall remarks (1997) 191 nt. 45, “Salzer ...
identifies as Red Horn himself the figure I identified as
the son of Red Horn by the red-haired giant, although the
figure in the cave has no little heads on his ears, as either
Red Horn or Red Horn’s son by the woman with the white
beaver skin wrap could be expected to have had.”

[78] Salzer (1993) 88; Salzer & Rajnovich (2001) 63-67.

[79] Legacies News (2005) 8-9.

[80] Salzer & Rajnovich (2001); Pauketat (1994) 83, 85, 91.
Pauketat (2004) 117-118, 131.

[81] “It may indeed be that some of the paintings were meant
to record the Red Horn myth, but the evidence falls short
of convincing.” Mason (2000) 255. See also, Richard Di-
eterle in Legacies News (2005) 8-9. See “Gottschall: A
New Interpretation.”

[82] The drawing is by Richard Dieterle, based on a photo-
graph in Carol Diaz-Granados, “Marking Stone, Land,
Body, and Spirit,” in Townsend & Sharp (2004) 148, fig.
20.

[83] Discovered in 1990 by Carol Diaz-Granados. See Diaz-
Granados (Duncan) (1993).

[84] Diaz-Granados (1993); Hall (1997) 148; Diaz-Granados
& Duncan (2000) 212; Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000)
4; Diaz-Granados & Duncan (2004) 146-150; Diaz-
Granados, “Marking Stone, Land, Body, and Spirit,” in
Townsend & Sharp (2004) 148.

[85] Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000) 4.

[86] Diaz-Granados & Duncan (2004) 146, and 148-149
(where they say he is also called “Hawk”), 150 (where one
of his sons is identified with Morning Star), 203.

[87] Diaz-Granados & Duncan (2000) 212; much the same is
said at Duncan & Diaz-Granados (2000) 4.

8 See also
• Ho-Chunk mythology

• Ho-Chunk

• Ioway

• Native American tribes in Nebraska

• Southeastern Ceremonial Complex
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